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Let F be the free group on x , . . . , x , and let G s Aut F be its fulln 1 n n
automorphism group. Passing to the quotient F rFX by the commutatorn n
subgroup FX , one obtains a canonical homomorphism:n
f : G ª Aut F rFX , GL Z , .  .n n n
which can be regarded as an n-dimensional complex representation of G.
It is a natural question to ask if G has any other representations in
 .dimension n or less ? As the following theorem shows, the answer is
essentially ``no.''
 .THEOREM 1. Any representation a : G ª GL C factors through f.n
Using this result, one easily obtains a complete classification of all
n-dimensional representations of G with infinite image and, in principle, a
.classification of all n-dimensional representations , for n G 3. The crucial
fact which makes such a classification possible and which is not valid for
.n s 2 is the almost algebraicity of finite dimensional representations of
 .SL Z , n G 3. As a simple consequence of these considerations, onen
obtains that G has finite representation type in dimension n. The afore-
mentioned results are discussed in Section 1. In Section 2 we approach the
problem of finiteness of the representation type from a different direction,
viz., we prove that G has finite representation type with respect to the class
 .  .of representations a : G ª GL C such that the image a N of N [ Ker fd
is a nilpotent group of bounded nilpotency class.
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1
We introduce the following elements of Aut F :n
x ª x x , x ª x x ,i i j i j i
r : l :i j i j x ª x , k / i ; x ª x , k / i;k k k k
y1 « s « « ,x ª x , i j i ji i« :i y1 x ª x , k / i; « s « ??? « : x ª x ; i;k k 1 n i i
;p g S , s : x ª x .n p i p  i.
One easily checks the following identities:
« 2 s id , « « s « « , s « sy1 s « ,i F i j j i p i p p  i.n
« r «y1 s ly1 , « r «y1 s «r «y1 s l , ; i , j, i / j.i i j i i j i j i j i j i j i j
Let H be the abelian subgroup of G s Aut F of order 2 n generated by «n i
 .i s 1, . . . , n , and let S consist of all s , p g S .n p n
 .  .  .LEMMA 1. Let a : G ª GL C be a representation. Then a r s a ln i j i j
for all i, j, i / j.
 .Proof. Obviously, H is normalized by S , so a S is contained in then n
 .  .normalizer of a H in GL C .n
Case 1. The restriction of a to H is injective. Passing to an equiva-
 .lent representation, we may assume that a H coincides with C sn
  . 4 <diag a , . . . , a ¬ a s "1 . Next, the injectivity of a H implies that of1 n i
  .  .a ¬ S . Indeed, if a s s E the identity matrix for a s g S , s / id ,n n n F n
w x. w xthen a H, s s E , while H, s is a subset of H with more than onen
.  .element. So, a S is a subgroup of order n! of the normalizer of C inn n
 .GL C which coincides with the group M of all monomial matrices,n n
 .easily implying that a S D s M , where D is the diagonal torus. Sincen n n n
 .  .« commutes with S , a « must commute with M , and therefore a « sn n
yE . But thenn
a l s a «r «y1 s a r , 1 .  . .  .i j i j i j
as required.
 < .  < .Case 2. a H is not injective. Then H9 [ Ker a H is normalized
by S . However, it is well known and easy to check that H has only threen
 4  :subgroups / e which are normalized by S , viz., H, H s « , H sn 1 2
 i1 i n n  .4  .« ??? « ¬ S i ' 0 mod 2 . If H9 s H or H , we have a « s E , so1 n js1 j 1 n
we can argue as above. Suppose H9 s H . Then for any pair of distinct2
 .indices i, j we have « g H9, and a computation similar to 1 completesi j
the proof.
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 . y1Thus, for any representation a : G ª GL C , d s l r belongs ton i j i j i j
  . y1  .Ker a , for every i, j. Obviously, d x s x x x , and d x s x fori j i j i j i j k k
.  w x.k / i. However, it is known cf. LSc, p. 28 that the normal subgroup of
G generated by d coincides with the kernel N of the homomorphism f :12
 .G ª GL Z introduced above. Theorem 1 is proved.n
w xRemark. The assertion of Theorem 1 for n s 2 is contained in DP .
For explicit classification of n-dimensional representations of G s
Aut F , n G 3 which by Theorem 1 naturally correspond to n-dimensionaln
 ..representations of GL Z , we need almost algebraicity of finite dimen-n
 .sional representations of V s SL Z , n G 3. This means that given anyn
 .finite dimensional representation a : V ª GL C , there exists a rationald
 .  .representation a 9: SL C ª GL C such that a and a 9 coincide on an d
certain subgroup V9 ; V of finite index. There are several approaches to
 .proving this result not only for SL , but for more general groups : one cann
 w x.use either the congruence subgroup property cf. BMS , or the superrigid-
 w x. w x.ity theorem cf. Ma , or else the property of bounded generation cf. R .
 .In fact, for the particular case of SL Z , n G 3, there is an elementaryn
argument based entirely on the commutator relations for elementary
w xmatrices, cf. St .
 .Now, let a : V ª GL C be a representation with infinite image, andn
 .  .let a 9: SL C ª GL C be the algebraic representation which coincidesn n
 .with a on a subgroup V9 ; V of finite index. Then a 9 is a rational
 .  .  .automorphism of SL C , and a 9 V9 is Zariski dense in SL C . Usingn n
w x  .  .  .Lemma 7.5.1 of Ma , we conclude that a 9 x s x x a x , where x is a
 .homomorphism of V to the center of SL C . Since V is a perfect group,n
we finally obtain that a s a 9 on all of V, and therefore a is equivalent
 .either to the identity representation x ¬ x , or to the contragredient
 t y1.representation x ¬x . After that, a simple argument shows that any
 .n-dimensional representation of GL Z with infinite image is equivalentn
to one of the following:
s
x ¬ det x x , .
s t y1x ¬ det x x , .  .
 .where s s 0, 1. Information about the representations of GL Z withn
finite image can be obtained from the positive solution of the congruence
 .  w x.subgroup problem for SL Z cf. BMS which reduces the problem to then
study of representations of SL , or GL , over finite rings. We will limitn n
ourselves to the observation that the traces of all elements in any n-dimen-
sional representation of G are algebraic integers i.e., G is a group of
w x.integral representation type in dimension n, in the terminology of Bass B .
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w xAs noted in B , this in conjunction with our previous discussion implies
the following
COROLLARY. For n G 3, G s Aut F has only finitely many inequi¨ alentn
representations in dimension n, and e¨ery such representation is fully reducible.
In this connection, we would like to point out the following question
which seems to be open: can G have an infinite family of inequivalent
representations in some dimension, and if yes, then what is the lowest
dimension with this property? The same question can be asked for fully
 .reducible representations, i.e., for what minimum d if any the character
 .variety X G has positive dimension?d
2
 .For a finitely generated group G we let R G denote the set of all finite
 .  .dimensional representations of G, and let R G ; R G be the subset ofs s
 .all completely reducible representations. Given a subclass R ; R G , we
will say that G has finite representation type with respect to R, if G has only
finitely many inequivalent fully reducible representations belonging to R
  .in every dimension in case R s R G is the set of all representations we
.talk simply about the finiteness of representation type . So, the previous
corollary says that G s Aut F for n G 3 has finite representation type inn
dimension n. As we saw, this result follows from the almost algebraicity of
 . representations of SL Z for n G 3, and the fact established in Theoremn
.  .  .  41 that for any representation a : G ª GL C , a N s e , where N isn
 .the kernel of f : Aut F ª GL Z . The same argument can be applied ton n
show that G has finite representation type with respect to
R s a g R G a N , G . 4 .  .G
 for any fixed finite group G. Indeed, since N is finitely generated cf.
w x.LSc, p. 28 there exist only finitely many epimorphisms of N onto G; let
M be the intersection of kernels of all such epimorphisms. Then M is a
normal subgroup of G having finite index in N. It follows that D s GrM is
 .a finite extension of GL Z , and therefore is a group of integral, hencen
 w x .finite, representation type cf. B, Cor. 9.9 . On the other hand, it turns
out that G has finite representation type with respect to some classes of
 .representations for which a N is not necessarily finite, but close to
abelian.
THEOREM 2. If n G 3, then G s Aut F has finite representation typen
nil   .  . 4with respect to R s a g R G ¬ a N nilpotent of class l , for e¨eryl ss
integer l G 1.
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Proof. Let
w x w xN s N , N , N s N , N , i s 2, 3, . . . ,1 i iy1
be the descending central series of N. Fix an l G 1, and let D s GrN . Ourl
 .assertion is equivalent to the statement that D has absolute finite
representation type. We will use a sufficient condition for the finiteness of
w x representation type given in R alternatively, one can use the results of
w x .B, Section 9 , but this approach still needs the proposition below . We
recall that a group G is said to have bounded generation if there are
 :  :  :elements g , . . . , g g G such that G s g ??? g , where g is the1 t 1 t i
w xcyclic subgroup generated by g . It was shown in R that a group G withi
bounded generation has finite representation type with respect to com-
pletely reducible representations provided it satisfies the following condi-
tion:
ab w xfor every subgroup G ; G of finite index, G s G r G , G is finite.1 1 1 1 1
 .To apply this fact, we observe that, since n G 3, SL Z , and conse-n
 .  w x.quently also GL Z , has bounded generation cf. CK . On the othern
hand, NrN , being a finitely generated nilpotent group, is polycyclic, andl
hence also has bounded generation, and we conclude that D is a group
with bounded generation. Now, the proposition below verifies the above
condition for D, and therefore completes the proof of the theorem.
PROPOSITION. If n G 3, then, for any subgroup D ; D of finite index,1
Dab is finite.1
 .Proof. We may and we will assume D to be normal in D, of index m.1
 .Let h: D ª GL Z be the homomorphism induced by f , and L s NrNn l
 .ab   .be the kernel of h. Then h D is finite say, because SL Z , n G 3, has1 n
 . w x.property T of Kazhdan, cf. Ka, HaVa . So, it suffices to show that
w xL9 s D , D l L has finite index in L.1 1
Let F s GrN , M s NrN , h : D ª F be the canonical homomor-1 1 1
 .phism, and F s h D . We will treat M as a F-module.1 1 1
w xLEMMA 2. M9 s F , mM is of finite index in M.1
Proof. Since N is finitely generated, M is a finitely generated abelian
group, and it is enough to show that MrM9 has finite exponent. As the
w x w xexponent of F , M r F , mM divides m, we only need to show that1 1
 . w xH F , M s Mr F , M has finite exponent. Since F is normal in F,0 1 1 1
w xB s F , M is a F-submodule of M. As we already mentioned above, N1
as a normal subgroup of G is generated by d , implying that M as a12
F-module is generated by b s d N . Obviously, r m N g F , so the12 1 12 1 1
following easily verifiable identity
m mr , d s d12 21 12
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shows that mb g B. This implies that mM ; B, as required. The lemma is
proved.
The following assertion must be well known, but I failed to find a
reference.
w xLEMMA 3. Let G be a finitely generated nilpotent group, G9 s G, G . If
H ; G is a normal subgroup such that HG9 has finite index in G, then H itself
has finite index in G.
 4Proof. Induction by r s nilpotency class of G. If r s 1, G9 s e , and
there is nothing to prove. Suppose r ) 1, and let
w xZ s G9, . . . , Z s G, Z , . . .1 i iy1
 4be the descending central series of G. Then Z s e , and Z belongs tor ry1
the center of G. The group GrZ has nilpotency class r y 1, so byry1
induction hypothesis F s HZ has finite index in G. By Baer's theoremry1
 w x. w x w x cf. H, Theorem 8.3 , G, F s G, H has finite index in G9. This also
easily follows from consideration of the Hochschild]Serre spectral se-
quence:
a G1 1 2??? ª H G, QrZ ª H F , QrZ ª H GrF , QrZ ª ??? . .  .  .
2 .Since H GrF, QrZ is finite, so is Coker a . This implies the finiteness of
w x  .F l G9r G, F which is the dual of Coker a , and the required fact
. w xfollows. Since H is normal, G, H ; H, and therefore H l G9 has finite
w xindex in G9. But this fact in conjunction with the finiteness of G : HG9
w ximplies the required finiteness of G : H , proving the lemma.
Now we are in position to complete our proof of the proposition.
 . w xObviously, h L9 contains F , mM and therefore by Lemma 2 has finite1 1
index in M. Now, applying Lemma 3 to G s L, H s L9 observe that the
y1  ..lemma applies since L9 is normal in L and HG9 s h h L9 has finite1 1
. w xindex in G, as we have just seen , we obtain the finiteness of L : L9 . The
proposition is proved.
Remarks. 1. The proposition suggests the following question: Does
 .G s Aut F for n G 3 has property T of Kazhdan? Another indirectn
w xevidence in favor of the positive answer is the fact, proved in CuV , that G
 .has property FA of Serre.
2. We do not know if G still has finite representation type if one drops
the specification of a finite group G in R i.e., allows all representationsG
 .. nil with finite a N , or the class of nilpotency in R recall that thel
 .nilpotency class of nilpotent subgroups of GL C is not bounded by am
.function of m! .
3. As observed by Tavgen, it follows from the result of Formanek and
w xProcesi FPr on the nonlinearity of G s Aut F for n G 3 and fromn
 w x.Lubotzky's approach to the problem of linearity of groups cf. Lu that, in
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contrast to the group D s GrN introduced above, G itself does not havel
 w x.bounded generation see details in Su .
4. It is not unnatural to consider representations of G with different
w xsolvability conditions on the image of N, since as the argument in FPr
shows, a sizable part of N has soluble image under any finite dimensional
linear representation.
 .Note added in proof Regarding the corollary at the end of Section 1 . An infinite family of
inequivalent representations of G - Aut F for any n G 3 has been constructed in my jointn
paper with A. Potapchik ``Low-dimensional Linear Representations of Aut F , n G 3.'' Thesen
representations, however, are not completely reducible, so for completely reducible represen-
tations the question remains open.
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